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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. Ráth Bhoth. We are delighted to 
welcome Raphoe  to the 2022 Supervalu Tidy Towns competition. It was a pleasure to visit your lovely small Town 
for the first time. Thank you for your comprehensive entry and helpful map to navigate our way around your various 
work projects. Your helpful photos showing your teams at work during the year, further assisted the adjudication 
process. Seasonal photos showing the impact of your landscapes over the year from daffodils to orchard blossoms 
to 4 tiny daisies’, all lovely to see. Once again, this year your team of volunteers seem to have increased in number. 
This is fantastic. You have strong links with other community groups, businesses and outside agencies. The links 
you maintain with the young people in the town is also great to see from the Scouts to the Community Playgroup 
and the work with schools is fantastic too. Individual youth efforts will be mentioned in relevant adjudication 
categories later in the report. You have a strong communications campaign to all sectors of the community. Indeed, 
the general theme of your application is of a Tidy Towns Group that positively engages with multiple sectors in the 
community from the Mart to Volt House Resource Centre. Your combined cake and bake sale were very successful 
with over two thousand euros raised. What truly makes a place home is the social interactions between people. This 
has been highlighted time and time again during lockdown. Your town plan seems to be a useful tool for you, and it 
must be very satisfying for the group to be able to mark off projects as done and completed. As previous years 
adjudicators mentioned, it would be useful to further arrange the projects under the relevant competition categories. 
This ensures you have future planned projects for all areas of the Tidy Towns competition and so help you gain and 
maintain maximum marks. Do you make the plan available to the wider community, including all businesses, to 
publicize the work of the group and gain additional support for your efforts? Please be assured that although I may 
not mention specific projects from your application in this adjudication report, all works have been taken account of 
in your marks awarded. Finally we wish to congratulate your four Tidy Towns CE staff and two Tidy Towns 
volunteers who have been awarded recognition for their voluntary work during the pandemic by Donegal County 
Council and the Donegal Volunteer Centre. We hope the Awards ceremony in Ballybofey was enjoyed by all and 
was a fitting reward for all your hard work.
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Your wealth of built heritage means that there is quite a lot for the adjudicator to take in.  However, the works to the 
Diamond, done through the Town and Village renewal scheme, are the highlight of this year’s visit. The fact that 
much of this work allows the space to be accessible to all the community regardless of age or ability is especially 
welcomed. The new street furniture with its back finish and gold trim is especially smart. Some trees in the hard 
surface are not faring too well. Drought or damage seem to have been the reason for their failures. Or perhaps poor 
planting pit details? There may be no point in replacing if ground conditions are poor. If there is a defects period for 
the works, it may be best to break out the paving and replant trees in good quality tree pits with as big a root zone 
area as possible. Given that the parking area in effect looks to the rear of a petrol station it is amazing that its 
presentation is so good, and the newly painted railings here still allow a good visual connection from all sides of the 
space to the central green areas.  Would it be possible to approach some of the retail premises to see, if any 
refurbishments are planned, could the steel shutters could be located inside their premises so that a more attractive 
frontage is on display when the premises are shut.  As seen at Raphoe Pharmacy which was closed but not 
unattractive on the morning of our visit. The neatly painted frontage of McCarron Butchers on a prominent corner 
plot was admired. The Hall tucked in the corner here another architectural gem. The shutters to the neat Georgian 
home alongside do nothing to enhance the finely proportioned façade here beside the lovely Library. Once again, 
the visitor centre was immaculate with its bold black painted door and surround (one of your 11 painted historic 
doorways?)  and its railing mounted flower displays. As with many centres around the county you have vacant 
premises that you must deal with, the fate of which we recognise is out of your control. The work The Central school 
put into painting mural panels on the old Robinson school reflecting all the environmental projects the school have 
carried out recently is a fine way to temporarily brighten them and showcase the work your younger generation are 
doing to the wider community. A Wedding had recently taken place at St Eunans Cathedral so its door in the 
stonework façade was beautifully festooned with flowers. The restoration of Raphoe Castle would be a mammoth 
job so we look forward to hearing how feasible this is, only being attempted using the most stringent conservation 
methodologies.
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the works, it may be best to break out the paving and replant trees in good quality tree pits with as big a root zone 
area as possible. Given that the parking area in effect looks to the rear of a petrol station it is amazing that its 
presentation is so good, and the newly painted railings here still allow a good visual connection from all sides of the 
space to the central green areas.  Would it be possible to approach some of the retail premises to see, if any 
refurbishments are planned, could the steel shutters could be located inside their premises so that a more attractive 
frontage is on display when the premises are shut.  As seen at Raphoe Pharmacy which was closed but not 
unattractive on the morning of our visit. The neatly painted frontage of McCarron Butchers on a prominent corner 
plot was admired. The Hall tucked in the corner here another architectural gem. The shutters to the neat Georgian 
home alongside do nothing to enhance the finely proportioned façade here beside the lovely Library. Once again, 
the visitor centre was immaculate with its bold black painted door and surround (one of your 11 painted historic 
doorways?)  and its railing mounted flower displays. As with many centres around the county you have vacant 
premises that you must deal with, the fate of which we recognise is out of your control. The work The Central school 
put into painting mural panels on the old Robinson school reflecting all the environmental projects the school have 
carried out recently is a fine way to temporarily brighten them and showcase the work your younger generation are 
doing to the wider community. A Wedding had recently taken place at St Eunans Cathedral so its door in the 
stonework façade was beautifully festooned with flowers. The restoration of Raphoe Castle would be a mammoth 
job so we look forward to hearing how feasible this is, only being attempted using the most stringent conservation 
methodologies.

The effort being put into pollinator planting was a delight to see.  The Lupins are a great choice as their scale in the 
Diamond makes such an impact plus they are great for bees. The discreet bee hotels sited bedside them in the 
raised beds were seen on our close examination of the planting displays. Trees are maturing nicely in the grass 
areas in Diamond. The trees in the hard surface are not faring as well. Your 50 fruit trees planted as part of the 
Donegal County Council Pollination planting are a great asset for the community and the local schools. And the 25 
roadside trees will have an impact on your transport corridors as they mature. Ensure a member of your committee 
is tasked with ongoing maintenance of these long-term structural landscape elements. The first five years are critical 
for the longer-term health of a tree. Proper watering, pruning, and other tree care will ensure a healthy, mature tree 
and drastically reduce future maintenance costs. The tiered planters were admired and your attention to their 
placements is lauded as they can often be placed in areas that hinder accessibility and can add to street clutter. The 
change in planting types to mix panseys with pollinator friendly fuchsia is appreciated.

Thank you for including your Wildlife Report completed by Mr Dunlop. We loved the fact that it covered all scales of 
habitat from the tiniest moss on your stone walls along Castle Road to the woodlands close to the wonderful castle 
ruins. Will there be a follow up report outlining habitat management actions for your group?  An important output of 
your habitat survey should be a Habitat Map to indicate the location and extent of the habitats in your area. Lots of 
useful online mapping applications are available if you wish to create a digital map. Key to this category is knowing 
what habitats exist in your area and where they are. Deele College and the Royal School have joined forces and 
provided us with new bird nesting boxes and wooden tubs for the town centre in 2022. We saw some installed near 
the woods at the Castle. Well done to the pupils and teachers of Eunan’s who received their 8 th Green Flag and 
are promoting   biodiversity by increasing the planting of butterfly and bee friendly plants around the school grounds. 
We would encourage you to use your social media accounts to spread the word of the results of the bat survey, 
even if it is only telling the community where the best places for bats are in the locality - the Castle Walls, the 
Cathedral and Castle Road area and around the old Royal School boarding house. So if any works are being 
planned in the vicinity of these areas the presence of bats will be known by local landowners/residents. Build on the 
momentum created by your Wildlife report to enhance and protect your local habitats.

The village was looking so well in the bright summer sun. Streets and lanes were clean and litter free with thanks to 
your CE workers and the Committee members who do regular Saturday morning patrols. A big thanks to St.Eunan’s 
and Raphoe Central School who are a great help with your spring clean and indeed general litter control. St. 
Eunan’s “Picker Pals” are committed to their daily litter collections as are the students of Deele Collage. With 34 
bins in a town the size of Raphoe, ensure that litter bins are only provided in areas where they are most needed. Is 
a bin necessary at the water pump feature on William Street as it clutters this lovely feature area somewhat? 
Similarly, is a bin required behind the engraved stone 50 year monument at St Eunans terrace in a residential 
setting. With all the work your schools are doing to address this issue and few visitors here, we would hope littering 
would not be a problem amongst the homes of the community. Thank you for providing pictures of the litter picking 
carried out on the 6th of May by the National Schools. Well done to the entire Raphoe Community on your 
continued commitment in keeping your area litter free.

As you are aware, Tidy Towns is trying to ensure that that community groups can see how their actions feed into the 
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). So it is great to see how the category of sustainability in 
Raphoe is being used to solve more than one problem and address more than one of the SGR goals. Your school’s 
successes in a number of areas, including using recyclable materials where possible, planting flowers/shrubs that 
enhance the biodiversity of their school grounds, your group making wooden & cardboard cut-out characters for 
Raphoe Community Playgroup at Halloween and using recycled paint to finish them shows how this category should 
not be seen in isolation. Rather than creating extra work for your community, embrace the SDGs as a way of 
showing that, through active engagement in sustainable actions now, it will actually help with the economic, social 
and environmental sustainability of your community in the future. Using local stone for your wall repair work is 
another example of looking to what is at hand to reuse and is in line with the current circular economy thinking. As is 
the reuse of paving from the Diamond upgrade to improve the vicinity of the sheds behind the Volt House. Great 
examples of waste reducing circularity. There are too many projects to comment on individually, but we very much 
enjoyed reading about all the work your groups have carried out in this crucial category.

Green Spaces and Landscaping / Spásanna Glasa agus Tírdhreachú:

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:



a bin necessary at the water pump feature on William Street as it clutters this lovely feature area somewhat? 
Similarly, is a bin required behind the engraved stone 50 year monument at St Eunans terrace in a residential 
setting. With all the work your schools are doing to address this issue and few visitors here, we would hope littering 
would not be a problem amongst the homes of the community. Thank you for providing pictures of the litter picking 
carried out on the 6th of May by the National Schools. Well done to the entire Raphoe Community on your 
continued commitment in keeping your area litter free.

The Town Homes in the core of Raphoe were all looking so well and helped no doubt by the new painting project. 
Pretty window boxes were seen on the row of cottages at Meetinghouse Street. You have very active residents 
groups in St.Eunan’s Terrace, Beechwood Avenue,Cathedral Hill and also a group in Castleview. It is also 
wonderful to hear that a new group has been formed in Meadowhill. The organisation of Garden and Estate 
Competitions is very effective as a means of improving the presentation of residential areas and healthy competition 
between Raphoe residents can be a way to keep your standards high. Gardens were presented to a good standard 
with a neat garden to a blue and white trimmed house on the lane from Guesthouse end particularly admired. When 
the new residents of Meadow hill settle in perhaps prepare a welcome pack to make them aware of your work and 
an opening to contribute to their new community and make new friends?

Road surface were generally good no doubt due to the recent town renewal works. A small detail but the cast iron 
road signs were neat and mostly bi lingual. Both National schools have walk and cycle to school days so we would 
encourage you to promote active travel in the community to reduce the amount of short car journeys. It is good to 
see that bike stands have been included in the Diamond. Are there other locations around the town that they are 
needed? Verge management is good with an obvious appreciation of the value of verges and roadside hedgerows 
as biodiversity as well as transport corridors. Would it be possible to plant a boundary hedge or trees to the car park 
opposite the Mart on the Derry Road to improve its appearance when it’s not in use? The small verge area around 
the stone Raphoe sign at the L2374 junction might be better planted with a dense planting bed in a vibrant colour to 
catch the eye. Red, Yellow and Orange will garner the most attention from motorists and aid traffic calming.

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Concluding Remarks:

This visitor got a very strong sense of community in Raphoe. This is an area that is very well cared for, and that 
does not happen by accident. We recognise the hard work and attention to detail that has culminated in this year’s 
submission. Your present and future looks very bright. We wish you all the best for your planned works in 2023 and 
look forward to returning to visit.


